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Abstract—We present a proof–based automatic synthesis experiment in the context of sorting binary trees, namely the synthesis of the function which inserts an element in a sorted binary tree at the appropriate place. The algorithm is automatically extracted from the automatically produced proof of the conjecture which expresses the existence of the desired output for each appropriate input of the function.

This is a case study with the purpose of finding and illustrating general and domain specific inference rules and strategies for efficiently producing proofs from which the desired algorithms can be extracted.

The construction of the necessary theory, of the provers, and the experiment itself are performed in the \textit{Theorema} system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Certified software is usually based on formal verification: by using an appropriate verification condition generator, a set of logical statements is produced from the already existing software (or algorithm) and then these are proved using automated theorem proving or checked using model checking.

An interesting alternative approach is to automatically synthesize the algorithm (and then the software) using a formal environment. We illustrate in this paper the proof–based algorithm synthesis. Namely, one starts from the properties of the desired function, and then proves automatically the conjecture: “for each appropriate input there exists an output with the desired properties”. The algorithm is extracted from the proof as a set of conditional equalities. Proof–based synthesis is a classical method (see e.g. [6]), however, concrete experiments with non–trivial algorithms are scarce.

We present in this paper a case study on the automatic generation of the \textit{Insert} function for the sorting of binary trees. In the insert–sort algorithm, this function inserts an element in a sorted binary tree, such that the resulting tree is also sorted.

The purpose of the case study is to discover and illustrate the proving methods which are successful in producing efficiently a proof from which the algorithm can be extracted. Furthermore the experiment illustrates the process of constructing the theory which is necessary for expressing the specification of the desired function and the properties of the objects involved – which are needed for the success of the proofs.

The construction of the theory, of the appropriate prover, and the proof experiments are performed in the \textit{Theorema} system [3], which is implemented on top of \textit{Mathematica} [17]. The \textit{Theorema} system allows to express and construct the logical formulae and the proofs in natural style (that is, similar to the style humans use), and furthermore the automatically synthesized algorithms are directly executable in the system.

A. Related Work

In literature there are several methods for recursive program synthesis. Three of them: constructive/deductive synthesis, schema-based synthesis and inductive synthesis have been compared in [1] in the synthesis of a common program. A survey of logic program synthesis has been done in [7] and [14]. In the context of constructive/deductive synthesis, the approach in this paper is proof–based and describes deductive techniques for synthesizing the \textit{Insert} algorithm operating on binary trees.

In [5] the authors describe some techniques (based on a combination of “rippling” [4] and “middle–out reasoning” [16]) to construct induction rules for deductive synthesis. In contrast, in this paper we give the induction principle and we apply some special strategies and techniques in order to obtain the algorithm.

Most of the techniques from literature have been applied for synthesizing algorithms operating on natural numbers or lists, but none on binary trees.

In classical approaches (see e.g. [15]) problems like sorting of trees and inserting an element in a sorted tree are not investigated.

In this paper we handle the problem of inserting an element in a sorted tree such that the result is sorted. From the specification of the problem, we derive a conjecture which is automatically proved by our new prover implemented in the \textit{Theorema} system. The prover uses techniques which are specific to the domain of binary trees. Some of these techniques were introduced in [9] and [13] and some of them are introduced in this paper. From the generated proof, the corresponding algorithm is automatically extracted. The corresponding theory of binary trees is explored in [12].

Compared to our previous work on algorithm synthesis on lists [8], in this paper we use a similar proof–based approach, but different techniques to synthesize algorithms on binary
trees. The authors apply in [9] combinatorial techniques in order to discover from proofs auxiliary algorithms, other than Insert, which are versions of an algorithm that merges two sorted binary trees into a sorted one. All these auxiliary algorithms are necessary in the sorting algorithms which were discovered from proofs in [13]. The experiments in the Theorema system are given in [10].

II. PROOF-BASED SYNTHESIS

This section describes the problem of algorithm synthesis in the context of the binary trees and the proof-based synthesis techniques which we use.

A. Context

1) Notations: We consider binary trees over a totally ordered domain.

In our formulae there are two kinds of objects: domain objects which are tree members (usually denoted by lowercase letters – e.g. a, b, n), and binary trees (usually represented by upper-case letters – e.g. X, Y, Z). However the formulae do not indicate explicitly the types of the objects, but the type of each object is determined unambiguously by the context in which it occurs. Furthermore the meta-variables are starred (e.g., T∗, T1∗, Z∗) and the Skolem constants have integer indices (e.g., X0, X1, a0).

The ordering between tree elements is denoted by the usual ≤, and the ordering between a tree and an element is denoted by: ≤ (e.g., T ≤ z states that all the elements from the tree T are smaller or equal than the element z, z ≤ T states that z is smaller or equal than all the elements from the tree T). We use two constructors for binary trees, namely: ε for the empty tree, and the triplet ⟨L, a, R⟩ for non-empty trees, where L and R are trees and a is the root element (e.g. ⟨ε, a, ε⟩ is a tree containing one single element).

A tree is a sorted (or search, or ordered) tree if it is either ε or of the form ⟨L, a, R⟩ such that i) L ≤ a ≤ R, and ii) L and R are sorted trees.

Functions: RgM, LfM have the following interpretations, respectively: RgM[⟨L, n, ε⟩] (resp. LfM[⟨L, n, R⟩]) returns the last (resp. first) visited element by traversing the tree ⟨L, n, R⟩ using the in-order traversal;

Predicates: ≈ and IsSorted with the following interpretations: X ≈ Y states that X and Y have the same elements with the same number of occurrences (but may have different structures), i.e., X is a permutation of Y; IsSorted[X] states that X is a sorted tree.

All the statements used at object level in our experiments are formally just predicate logic formulae, and we call them differently depending on their role; a definition is given as an initial piece of the theory, considered to hold; a property is a logical consequence of the definitions; a lemma is a formula which we sometimes assume, and sometimes prove, depending of the current experiment scenario; and a conjecture is something we want to prove – typically in order to produce and algorithm. Not assumed properties and the conjectures are proved automatically by our system.

The following definitions and properties constitute the knowledge base.

Definition 1. ∀ n,m,L,R,S \( RgM[⟨L, n, ε⟩] = n \)
\( RgM[⟨L, n, ⟨R, m, S⟩⟩] = RgM[⟨R, m, S⟩] \)

Definition 2. ∀ n,m,L,R,S \( LfM[⟨ε, n, R⟩] = n \)
\( LfM[⟨⟨L, n, R⟩, m, S⟩⟩] = LfM[⟨L, n, R⟩] \)

Definition 3. ∀ L,m,R \( \text{IsSorted}[ε] \)
\( (\text{IsSorted}[L] ∧ \text{IsSorted}[R] ∧ RgM[⟨L, n, R⟩] ≤ m ≤ LfM[⟨L, n, R⟩]) \) \( \iff \) \( \text{IsSorted}[⟨L, m, R⟩] \)

The functions LfM and RgM do not have a definition for the empty tree, however we assume:

Property 1. ∀ \( m \) \( RgM[⟨ε⟩] ≤ m ≤ LfM[⟨ε⟩] \).

We also consider the following property which can be proved by induction from Definition 3:

Property 2. ∀ ε,T \( (\text{IsSorted}[T] \implies (T ≤ z \iff RgM[⟨T⟩] ≤ z)) \)

2) The Problem: We address the problem: having an element and a sorted binary tree, insert the element in the tree such that the result is sorted.

Algorithm synthesis is based on the proof of the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1. ∀ \( n,X \) \( \exists T (⟨ε, n, X⟩ \approx T ∧ \text{IsSorted}[T]) \)

One can prove this conjecture in several ways. Each proof is different depending on the applied induction principle and the content of the knowledge base. Therefore, different algorithms are extracted from different proofs.

B. Induction Principle

In our experiments we use the following induction principle for proving P as unary predicate over binary trees.

\( \text{Induction-1:} \)
\( \left( P[ε] ∧ ∀ n,L,R (P[⟨L⟩] ∧ P[⟨R⟩] \implies P[⟨L, n, R⟩]) \right) \implies ∀ X P[X] \)

The ‘covering’ property of the two induction conclusions \( P[ε] \) and \( P[⟨L, n, R⟩] \) is satisfied since any binary tree is either ε or a triplet of the form ⟨L, n, R⟩. \( P[L] \) and \( P[R] \) are induction hypotheses attached to \( P[⟨L, n, R⟩] \), and it is very easy to see that their terms are smaller than the one of the induction conclusion, where the measure can be the height of the tree.

For instance, in order to synthesize the Insert algorithm as a function \( F[n, X] \), we consider the output condition \( O[n, X, T] : (⟨ε, n, X⟩ \approx T ∧ \text{IsSorted}[T]) \). The corresponding
introduced by the authors in [9] and [13]. All these are based on an algorithm.

We perform induction on variable $X$ from the synthesis conjecture, thus the proof is structured as follows:

**Base case:** For arbitrary but fixed $n$ (new constant), we prove $\exists O[n, X, T]$ if the proof succeeds to find a ground witness $O[1, n, \varepsilon]$ (a term depending on $n$) such that $F[n, \varepsilon, O[n, X, T]]$, then we know that $F[n, \varepsilon] = F[1, n, \varepsilon]$. Therefore is very important to find efficient inference rules and strategies which are needed for the experiment which we describe in Section III. We detail IR-3a and IR-3c, which in [9] were only summarized, and IR-5 and S-3 which are not described neither in [9] nor in [13].

1) Special Inference Rules:

**IR-1:** Generate Microatoms. This rule is used in order to simplify both the goals and the assumptions. For assumptions it generates as many microatoms as possible and for the goal it generates a few microatoms that become conjuncts in the goal. Moreover, some of these microatoms will become conditional assumptions in the synthesized algorithm (see IR-5 below).

We call microatoms those atoms whose arguments do not contain function symbols, except for few special ones – in the case of the current experiments we allow the functions $RgM$ and $LfM$ in microatoms.

Example: If $\exists O[n, X, T]$ is transformed into $\exists O[n, \langle L, m, R \rangle, T]$.

**IR-2:** Eliminate-Ground-Formulae-from-Goal. This rule increases the efficiency of proving by eliminating ground formulæ from the goal.

Example: the assumption is: $L \preceq m$ and the goal is: $n \leq m \land L \preceq m \land m \leq RgM[R]$, the goal becomes: $n \leq m \land m \leq RgM[R]$.

The following two inference rules are a generalization of IR-3 for replacing equivalent terms in goal (see [9]).

**IR-3a:** Replace-Equivalent-Tree-Expression-in-Goal. This rule constructs a different and equivalent tree expression. We illustrate on some examples.

Example-1: the assumption is: $\langle \varepsilon, n, L \rangle \approx T_1$ and the goal is: $\langle \varepsilon, n, \langle L, m, R \rangle \rangle \approx T^*$, then the goal is rewritten into: $\langle T_1, m, R \rangle \approx T^*$.

Example-2: the assumption is: $\langle \varepsilon, n, R \rangle \approx T_2$ and the goal is: $\langle \varepsilon, n, \langle L, m, R \rangle \rangle \approx T^*$, then the goal is rewritten into: $\langle L, m, T_2 \rangle \approx T^*$.

**IR-3c:** Replace-Equivalent-Atom-in-Goal. This rule takes into account the interplay between the equivalence relation $\approx$, the orderings, and the functions $RgM$, $LfM$ in order to perform similar replacements. We illustrate this rule on some examples.

Example-1: the assumptions are: $\langle \varepsilon, n, L \rangle \approx T_1$, $IsSorted[T_1]$ and the goal is: $RgM[T_1] \leq m$ then the goal is rewritten into: $m \leq m \land L \preceq m$.

Example-2: the assumptions are: $\langle \varepsilon, n, R \rangle \approx T_2$, $IsSorted[T_2]$ and the goal is: $m \leq LfM[T_2]$ then the goal is rewritten into: $m \leq n \land m \leq LfM[T_2]$.

All these transformation rules generate proof alternatives because they do not guarantee that the new goal is provable.

**IR-5:** Simple-Goal-Conditional-Assumption. When the goal is ground, no further simplification of it is possible, and the goal does not contain tree constants except inside the functions $RgM$, and $LfM$. Then this goal becomes a conditional assumption representing the condition attached to the corresponding branch of the synthesized algorithm, and the
current branch is considered successful (see also strategy S-3). The reason for the selection of such formulae as conditional assumptions is that they can be easily evaluated (an expression which does not contain tree expressions is evaluated in constant time, and the functions $RgM$ and $LfM$, are evaluated in linear time).

2) Strategies:

**S-1: Quantifier reduction.** This strategy organizes the inference rules for quantifiers (e.g. when applying an induction principle), and it is more effective on goals. For the soundness of the prover it is necessary to keep track of the order in which Skolem constants and metavariables have been introduced, because a Skolem constant which cannot be generated before a certain metavariable cannot be used in a solution for that meta-variable.

**S-3: Case-Distinction.** The prover generates several proof branches, follows each branch in turn and produces a set of conditional witnesses which becomes a multiple branch in the synthesized algorithm. The final proof is successful if the disjunction of all conditions is true – this means that the algorithm covers all the possible cases. Example: on one branch one obtains the condition $m \leq n$ and on another branch the condition $n \leq m$.

### III. Experiments

In this subsection we describe the discovery of the *Insert* algorithm which is used by the sorting algorithms operating on binary trees. Some of the sorting algorithms are described in [13] and the experiments in the Theorema system (including the following one) are given in [11].

**A. Synthesis of Insert**

The following proof of Conjecture 1 constitute the synthesis of the auxiliary function *Insert*.

The prover automatically generates the proof of Conjecture 1 by applying **Induction-1** (on the second argument) and the specific inference rules and strategies from Subsection II-C. We describe below the most important steps of the proof. Note that the statement which has to be proven by induction is: $P[X] : \text{IsSorted}[X] \implies (\exists(\varepsilon, n, X) \approx T \land \text{IsSorted}[T])$.

**Proof:** After applying **Induction-1** and **S-1** to eliminate the existential quantifier, we get:

**Base case:** The witness found is $\{T^* \rightarrow (\varepsilon, n, \varepsilon)\}$.

**Induction step:** We assume:

- $\text{IsSorted}[L] \implies ((\varepsilon, n, L) \approx T_1 \land \text{IsSorted}[T_1])$ (1)
- $\text{IsSorted}[R] \implies ((\varepsilon, n, R) \approx T_2 \land \text{IsSorted}[T_2])$ (2)

and we prove:

- $\text{IsSorted}[\langle L, m, R \rangle] \implies ((\varepsilon, n, \langle L, m, R \rangle) \approx T^* \land \text{IsSorted}[T^*])$ (3)

We prove the right hand side of the above implication, by assuming the left hand side, which using **IR-1** is decomposed into:

- $\text{IsSorted}[L]$ (4)
- $\text{IsSorted}[R]$ (5)
- $RgM[L] \leq m$ (6)
- $m \leq LfM[R]$ (7)

By using Property 2 we extend these four assumptions with the new ones:

- $L \leq m$ (8)
- $m \leq R$ (9)

Using *modus ponens* from (4) and (5) by (1) and (2) we obtain:

- $\langle \varepsilon, n, L \rangle \approx T_1$ (10)
- $\text{IsSorted}[T_1]$ (11)
- $\langle \varepsilon, n, R \rangle \approx T_2$ (12)
- $\text{IsSorted}[T_2]$ (13)

The goal is:

- $\langle \varepsilon, n, (L, m, R) \rangle \approx T^* \land \text{IsSorted}[T^*]$ (14)

Since **IR-3a** can be applied on (14) in two different ways, the prover generates two alternatives:

**Alternative-1:** By applying **IR-3a** using the two assumptions (10) and (11), the goal is transformed into:

- $\langle T_1, m, R \rangle \approx T^* \land \text{IsSorted}[T^*]$ (15)

Obtain substitution $\{T^* \rightarrow \langle T_1, m, R \rangle\}$ and prove:

- $\text{IsSorted}[\langle T_1, m, R \rangle]$ (16)

Apply **IR-1** and the goal becomes:

- $\text{IsSorted}[T_1] \land \text{IsSorted}[R] \land RgM[T_1] \leq m \land m \leq LfM[R]$ (17)

Eliminate the first two conjuncts of the goal (apply **IR-2** using (11), (5)) and the new goal is:

- $RgM[T_1] \leq m \land m \leq LfM[R]$ (18)

Apply **IR-3c** using (10) and (11) and the goal becomes:

- $n \leq m \land L \leq m \land m \leq LfM[R]$ (19)

Apply **IR-2** using (7) and (8) and the new goal is:

- $n \leq m$ (20)

This goal fulfills the rule **IR-5** and thus it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch.

**Alternative-2:** By applying **IR-3a** using the two assumptions (12) and (13) the new goal is:

- $\langle L, m, T_2 \rangle \approx T^* \land \text{IsSorted}[T^*]$ (21)

Similar to the previous case and by using Property 2 we obtain the substitution $\{T^* \rightarrow \langle L, m, T_2 \rangle\}$ and the last goal is:

- $m \leq n$ (22)

which becomes the conditional assumption on this branch.

The synthesized algorithm is extracted from the proof of Conjecture 1 as the definition of the following *Insert* function:
Lemma 1. \( \forall_{n,m,L,R} (L_fM([\text{Insert}[n,L],m,R]) = n \lor L_fM([\text{Insert}[n,L],m,R]) = L_fM([L,m,R]) ) \)

Lemma 2. \( \forall_{n,m,L,R} (R_gM([L,m,\text{Insert}[n,R]]) = n \lor R_gM([L,m,\text{Insert}[n,R]]) = R_gM([L,m,R]) ) \)

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This experiment illustrates the usefulness of the proof-based approach to the automatic synthesis of a nontrivial algorithm. The success of the approach is the result of the application of inference rules and strategies which are specific to the domain of binary trees – in fact some of them are also applicable to lists and to other domains. The principles which are more general include: induction principles based on the definition of the domain, the treatment of quantifiers using Skolem constants and metavariables, decomposition into microatoms, and simple–goal conditional assumptions.

In the context of the problem of sorting of binary trees, the experiment also contributed to the illustration and understanding of the process of theory exploration: the construction of the appropriate theory in parallel with the attempt to define the specification of the desired function and to prove the necessary properties.

The results of this experiment opens the way for the exploration of more complex problems, for instance by using a combination of the theory of lists with the theory of binary trees.
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